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                    Teacher Name  
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Live RED At 

Home Days 

Livingston Central High School 

Karen Schmitt, English 1 ACC, 1
st
 Period 

Phone: 270-928-2065 School or 270-928-2144 Home 

Email: karen.schmitt@livingston.kyschools.us 

remind.com 

teacher web site 

 

1-5 

The assignment is a Choice Board containing nine 

assignments.  Students select one to complete for each Live 

Red Day 1-5.  Assignment choices incorporate reading, 

comprehension, writing, vocabulary, language, and study 

skills. 

mailto:karen.schmitt@livingston


 

 

Directions: You must complete a different activity for each Live Red at Home Day.  You 

CANNOT repeat an activity.  Record the date of the snow day when the activity was completed.  

Assignments are due the first day we return to school after the snow day. Each activity is worth 

100 points as a daily grade. 

Study Cards 

Select 15 of your vocabulary words 

from previous “Vocabulary Builder” 

lessons. Write the vocabulary word on 

one side of the card and the definition 

on the other side. 

 

 

Date__________ 

Triggers 

Select 15 of your vocabulary words from 

previous “Vocabulary Builder” lessons. 

Find a clip art for each of the vocabulary 

words on the computer.  Then, write a 

sentence that goes along with each of 

your pictures.  Print out the page and 

attach.  

Date__________ 

Writing 

Write a story or poem using 10 of your 

vocabulary words from previous 

“Vocabulary Builder” lessons.  

Underline each word. 

 

 

 

Date__________ 

Accelerated Reader 

After reading your AR book for 20 

minutes, answer the following question. 

What real-life people or events are you 

reminded of by characters or events in 

the story? Explain why.  

 

Date_________ 

Accelerated Reader 

After reading your AR book for 20 

minutes, answer the following question. 

From what you've read so far, make 

predictions about what will happen next 

and explain what in the text makes you 

think it will happen. 

 Date__________ 

Accelerated Reader 

After reading your AR book for 20 

minutes, answer the following question. 

Would you recommend the book to 

another reader? Explain why or why not. 

 

 

Date__________ 

www.noredink.com/Language Review 

Students with internet access complete 

www.noredink.com Rules of 

Capitalization I and II.  Students 

without internet access complete the 

Holt Handbook. Complete 

Capitalization Chapter 10 in the Holt 

Handbook.  Answer Chapter Review 

questions 1-20 on page 261. 

 

Date__________ 

 

Writing 

Write a Haiku: about your snow day.  A 

Haiku is a three-line, unrhymed poem 

with 17 syllables (5, 7, 5) usually using 

present tense verbs. 

Example: 

Goldfish in a bowl 

Darting, circling, hurrying 

Without arriving.  

 

Date__________ 

Quizlet/Study Cards 

Create a Quizlet to review 15 literary 

terms we have studied this year.  If you 

do not have access to the internet you 

may create 15 study cards.  Write the 

literary term on one side of the card and 

the definition on the other side.  

 

 

 

Date__________ 

 

************************Rubric************************ 

4-All required elements are included, task is correctly completed, writing is more than adequate in length 

and insightfully addresses topic  (100 pts) 

3-All required elements are included, task contains minor errors, writing is of adequate length and 

completely addresses the topic     (80 pts) 

2-Task is complete but contains multiple errors, writing is somewhat adequate in length and partially 

addresses the topic  (60 pts) 

1-Task contains major errors/ incomplete, writing is of inadequate length and minimally addresses the 

topic  (40 pts) 


